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A Little About Us
We provide reliable virtual and dedicated hosting, deliver fast fibre and wireless connectivity, and build networks.
Find out More

Contact FAELIX
Send us a message, speak to someone, or arrange to meet us in person.
Get in Touch

Faelix Blog and News
Looking for a news topic? Find the list here.
All the Tags

Site Map
	Applications: We host a range of great applications such as Mattermost, NextCloud, Plone, Drupal, Wordpress, Cryptpad and more 	Nextcloud: We will host Nextcloud for you. It's a cost effective collaboration plaftorm with a rich feature set — and from only £2 per month per user.
	Plone Hosting: We can host your Plone CMS and website on a VPS for around £25 per month, call us to chat about your exact requirements
	Drupal Hosting: We can host Drupal for you on VPS from £10 per month — contact us for a chat about your exact requirements.
	CryptPad: We can host CryptPad for you — a secure encrypted collaborative editor for notes, documents and kanban boards.
	Mattermost: We will host Mattermost for you — an open source Slack-alike system. It's cost effective with a rich feature set, and from only £2 per month per user.


	Connectivity: You need fast, secure and reliable connectivity for your business and we can help you to create the best-fit solution. 	Dark Fibre: We can find and light dark fibre to connect your offices and to connect to multiple data-centres so that you can manage your own network.
	ADSL and FTTx: We are able to offer DSL or FTTx services either as a standalone product for Internet access, or as a backup circuit in combination with a leased line or dark fibre.
	Wireless Leased Lines: Our wireless leased-lines deliver bandwidth up to 1Gbit/sec providing the benefits of ethernet fibre connectivity, but more quickly and at a lower cost
	Multi-Network 4G: Our multi-network SIM 4G access using all four UK networks, and many others across Europe and beyond.
	Data-Centre Backhaul: We offer data-centre backhaul using dedicated leased-line circuits, commodity FTTX, or wavelength services to provide low latency connectivity.
	Leased Lines: We can find the best connection for your cost and performance needs, so you get the Internet access you need, when you need it.
	IP Transit: We offer transit and ethernet services in several UK data-centres, helping you cross-connect for extra carrier diversity.
	Wholesale Connectivity: We are able to offer DSL or FTTx services wholesale.
	Metro Wavelengths: We are able to connect multiple London data-centres via diverse physical paths with wavelength multiplexing technology.


	Hosted CRM: Our CRM offered as a service: highly customisable customer relationship management.
	Hosting: We provide VPS, dedicated server and colocation hosting in our Manchester and Geneva data-centres, with flexible solutions to meet your specific requirements 	Dedicated Servers: We can create a dedicated server solution to meet your exact hardware and software requirements, giving you complete control over your hosting environment.
	London Colocation: We offer colocation services in several London data-centres — contact us to discuss your specific requirements.
	DNS Hosting: We run our own worldwide network of Anycast DNS servers which means that DNS lookups will use the server nearest to the user providing a faster service.
	Eco-Friendly Hosting: Slowly the cloud is turning green by pledging to become carbon neutral within the next few years. We've achieved that already, and so all hosting we offer is powered by renewable energy.
	Colocation: We offer colocation services in Manchester, Leeds, London, and Geneva data-centres — contact us to discuss your specific requirements.
	Network Function Virtualisation: We built our virtual private server infrastructure to power the needs of ISPs. Colocate or interconnect with us to take advantage of our metal, directly attached to your network.
	Referral Scheme: We offer a referral bonus to any customer who introduces us to a new hosting customer, and we’re offering the new customer the same amount as a discount
	VPS Hosting: We provide secure, reliable, fast hosting, with the flexibility of fully-managed, part-managed, or self-managed options.


	Networks: We have designed and deployed networks for organisations with high availability requirements for over fifteen years. Our network team can help support your business with our experience managing multiple vendors' equipment. 	Secure Networks: We have helped our customers build networks to meet stringent data security requirements right through to helping them with their ISO compliance.
	Network Engineering: We're expert network engineers with many years of experience in different environments.
	ISP Network Consultancy: Whether you're a fledgling access provider or an established carrier, we have skills and experience to help you augment your network operations.
	RIPE NCC LIR Help: We've helped several organisations through the process of becoming a Local Internet Registry and being allocated their own IP addresses.
	Design and Architecture: Our engineering team has been designing and building bespoke networks for over fifteen years.
	Monitoring and Management: Reinforce your in-house operations team with our experienced third line support by networking ninjas.
	Audit and Discovery: We're expert network engineers with many years of experience in different environments.


	News: Our news and blog page, featuring tech deep dives and case studies.




RIPE NCC

LINX

DCMS Gigabit Broadband Voucher Scheme

Manchester Digital

UKWISPA

Ombudsman Services



Subscribe to our newsletter: Sign up
Any questions?: Please get in touch
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